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A passion for  
good coffee.

Our lives together are made up of many little encounters.  
These moments are incredibly precious. We have never been 
more aware of this than in the past few months.

We want to offer you more than the right NIVONA for your needs, 
for more than just your personal taste. We want to give you  
moments that you can enjoy alone or together.  
Over a cappuccino. Over an espresso. The way you like it best.

Driven by our passion for good coffee, we focus on outstanding 
taste and ease of use in the development of our fully automatic 
coffee machines.

Advice and service are very important to us, which is why we 
have been selling our NIVONA fully automatic coffee machines 
exclusively through specialist dealers for 16 years. 

Special stories start with coffee. 
We know what we are talking about.

Christian FritschPeter Wildner Yours, Peter Wildner
(Managing Director at NIVONA)

Yours, Christian Fritsch
(Head of Sales at NIVONA)
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Inspired  
by baristas.

Made for you.
What’s most important  

to us at NIVONA.
Become part of a big family: If you have a NIVONA, you’re 
one of us. To us, coffee is more than just a drink. It stands 
for passion and socialising, peace and quiet, and home. 
Coffee brings people together and transcends borders. 

Every NIVONA is as easy to use as possible. So that  
you can enjoy your personal moments. The afternoon 
cappuccino. The caffè crema to start the week. The  
espresso with friends after the perfect dinner at home.

Coffee is more than simply a drink. 
Would you like another coffee? Here is your invitation. 
Now that you are really part of the family already.  
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And you’re the centre of our attention, especially when 
it comes to service. Because we want to be at your side 
with reliable support even after purchasing your NIVONA.
We’re here for you. 

The precise technology of our fully automatic coffee  
machines’ inner workings ensures ultimate coffee enjoy-
ment. Which is why we take our time. For development. 
And for you. 
 
Every time you call our service hotline or send us 
an e-mail, you’ll get an answer to any queries you have, 
quickly and easily. You will be pleasantly surprised.

We promise:
You’ll be surprised. 

Here for you.
Providing  

added value.
It's actions that count, not words.
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A NIVONA is more than just a fully automatic coffee  
machine. We offer you first-class quality at a fair price.  
In return, you get a durable machine with intuitive operation.  
This idea has driven us from the start. 

That is why we always seek to work closely with our  
Swiss producer. You will only find NIVONA fully automatic 
machines in selected specialist shops. This will remain  
the case in the future. Because we value each of our 
partners. And our customers. We stand for long-lasting 
relationships. 

Besides, we know we will never be finished.  
Improvement and development are never-ending process-
es. There’s always more we can do. For outstanding quality 
and outstanding coffee moments. 

We keep going where 
others stop.

Because there’s 
always scope for 

a little extra.
Perfectionists – we can’t help it
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Make mornings easier – and the rest of your day 
too: The models in our 5 series create wonderfully 
aromatic and freshly ground coffee. Get out of the right 
side of bed with coffee from a fully automatic coffee 
machine. Without the need for a cumbersome filter.
 
Enjoy cups of coffee or espresso for two. Our compact 
model offers more than just a great deal.
It’s your introduction to the diverse world of coffee.

 � Coffee & espresso – quick & easy

 � Make cups of coffee or espresso for two

 � High-quality cone grinding mechanism made 
of hardened steel

 � Manual SPUMATORE: If you want to top things 
off with milk foam

NICR 5’20
Matt black / Chrome

NICR 5’30
Silver / Chrome

The entry-level model 
to kick-start your day

The 5
,
series

                Here, coffee 
starts the morning  
          off on the right foot.
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You haven’t really experienced coffee yet. At least not 
like this. With our 6 series, you can make coffee like a 
barista, with a fully automatic machine. Get to know 
our aroma technology and delight in the mildness of 
the coffee beans or bring out the full intensity of an 
outstanding flavour.
 
Our Aroma Balance System makes this possible for 
you. Would you like to know exactly how our aroma 
technology works? Then just take a look at page 25  
in this catalogue.

 � Entry-level model for NIVONA aroma technology

 � Milk foam with EASY SPUMATORE

 � Bluetooth operation via app

NICR 6’60
Matt black / Chrome

NICR 6’75
Titanium / Chrome

Allrounder 
with a twist

Barista style.

The 6
,
series
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Cappuccino at the press of a button. Simple, fast  
and now in a new design. Because our 7 series is 
getting four new models. High-quality material meets 
aesthetics. 

For lovers of lattes and latte macchiato. In addition  
to the Aroma Balance System, the Cappuccino- 
Connaisseur now also works in these fully automatic 
machines. For a barista-style cappucino. 
 

 � Cappuccino and latte macchiato  
at the press of a button

 � Barista-style cappuccino with aroma 
technology (Cappuccino-Connaisseur)

 � Simply save your favourite coffee live

 � Easy clean milk system

NICR 7’90
Matt black / Chrome

NICR 7’95
Titanium / Chrome

NICR 7’96
White Line / Chrome

Convenience maker

NICR 7’99
Stainless steel / Chrome

The 7
,
series

delicious,
Cappuccino so

you could  
  just hug it.
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Our series for all those who only want one thing: more! 
And at the press of a button as well. Because the  
8 series gives you two cappuccinos or two lattes with 
the simplest operation. 

In addition, the machines impress with their classic 
NIVONA look. And the Aroma Balance System and 
the Cappuccino-Connaisseur are present in these 
models, too, to provide your exact favourite setting  
for coffee, cappuccino etc.  
A whole world of flavours awaits you. 

  
 � Two cappuccinos or latte macchiatos  

at the touch of a button 

 � Barista-style cappuccino with aroma 
technology (Cappuccino-Connaisseur)

 � Convenient milk system cleaning

 � Save up to 10 of your own coffee recipes 

NICR 8’20
Matt black / Chrome

NICR 8’25
Stainless steel / Chrome

Double maker

cappuccino
Two

at once.

The 8
,
series
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Timelessness is not found very often anymore – but 
here you can have design and elegance at the same 
time: Our NICR 930 offers the essence of the 9 series  
in an aesthetic appearance. 
 
More enjoyment and more comfort: Coffee, cappuccino 
or latte macchiato at the press of a button – even two 
cups at the same time if desired.  
Sensual elegance at every moment.

 � Intuitive operating concept 

 � Two cappuccinos or latte macchiatos  
at the touch of a button 

 � Convenient milk system cleaning

 � Timeless design

NICR 9’30
Titanium / Chrome

Timeless design  
for special appeal

      The elegance  
of a true 
           classic.

The 9
,
30 model
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NICR 9’60
Matt black / Chrome

NICR 9’70
Titanium / Chrome

909

Wake up to beautiful 
memories –  
every morning 
while enjoying your cappuccino, with the 
Flying Picture system from NIVONA. Transfer 
photos from your smartphone directly to the 
large display on your NIVONA via Bluetooth. 
Give special moments a special setting.
Exclusive for our 960 and 970 models.

Taste is a question of the right set-up – convenience 
is a given. The models in our 9 series combine 
innovation and intuition based on the latest aroma 
technology. The individual displays of the models offer 
you clear insights during the brewing process.

With AROMA PRE-select: You can use the app to 
adapt all recipes to suit each NIVONA coffee variety, 
as recommended by our barista.

The water tank illumination adds another visual 
highlight. All just so that you can get the most out 
of your cappuccino and other coffees.

 � Exclusive AROMA PRE-select function via app

 � All the features of aroma technology  
in a single device

 � Stylish design with intuitive display  
and water tank illumination

 � Flying Picture – transfer your  
pictures to the NIVONA  
display via app

Top performer

  For the  

ultimate  
  cappuccino.

The 9
,
series
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At work, everything is full speed ahead – apart from 
the coffee? Our NICR 1040 solves this problem with 
ease. It is easy to operate and clean, combined with 
an extra large bean container and water tank, making 
it ideal for any office.

With a new milk tube and easyclean+, the milk system 
can be cleaned at the touch of a button. No more 
unplugging the milk tube to make cleaning easier. 
And if meetings take longer than planned, the quantity 
function provides up to 1.9 litres of coffee at a time,  
while the Quick profile delivers lots of coffee at the 
touch of a button, fast.
Making working hours more enjoyable. 

 � Designed for 60 to 65 cups a day

 � Optimised for office use with a large water tank 
and bean container

 � Quick profile and quantity function  
for fast delivery of lots of coffee

 � Heatable cup stand

NICR 10’40
Titanium / Chrome

10’er

Special officer 
on duty

       Reliable  

pick-me-up       seeks new job.

The 10
,
series

Additional bean container 
Extends the bean container of our 1040 model  
to a capacity of 1000 g. Very easy to install.

•  Container height:  4 cm

•  Lid still closes perfectly

NIZB 410



  constant
A bittersweet note

Tangy and full flavoured.

Brewing duration
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  dynamic
Finely acidic, lightly fruity,  

and pleasant in taste.

  intense
Powerful, tangy, and full-bodied,  

with distinct bitter notes.

This is what the 
Aroma Balance 

System gets out of 
our Espresso Milano, 

for example.

Because each coffee is different, just like each 
coffee enthusiast. With your NIVONA, you’re not 
just making any coffee. Thanks to our unique 
aroma technology, you’re making coffee your way. 

Triple technology  
for more AROMA

AROMA PRE-select 
With compliments of our barista: Use the app to 
adapt all coffee recipes of your NIVONA to suit each 
NIVONA coffee variety, as recommended by our 
barista. Exclusive for our 960 and 970 models.

1 Cappuccino-Connaisseur 
For barista-style cappuccino, the milk has to gently envelop the 
coffee, which means the coffee has to be in the cup first. What a 
barista can easily achieve with a portafilter is a technical challenge 
for fully automatic coffee machines. But your NIVONA handles it 
with ease. From the 7 series onwards, you determine the order of 
milk and coffee for your cappuccino.

2

A coffee bean contains over 800 different aromas, 
which can only be unlocked if you vary the brewing 
process. Which is why our unique Aroma Balance 
System gives you a choice. 

Aroma Balance System3
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From harmonious mildness to full-bodied intensity,  
you can now set three different taste profiles. Available  
from our 6 series upwards. Get the best from every bean. 

  Coffee  
the way no machine can.
From a fully automatic   
 coffee machine.
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Make life easier You are equipped for any challenge with our accessories. 
The milk for the cappuccino stays perfectly chilled in our milk 
refrigerator. Our milk container does not have its own cooling  
system, but it can be placed in the refrigerator and dishwasher.  
You can easily and practically connect the milk to your NIVONA 
using the milk lance. Everything for a clean performance. 

Cooler
Optimally cooled at any temperature. 
Our milk refrigerator keeps milk fresh 
for cappuccino and other lattes. Fits all 
NIVONA fully automatic coffee machines. 
Especially practical anywhere a lot of 
cappuccinos are made. Just put in the 
milk carton and the cooler is ready to go. 

•   Refrigerates commercially  
packed milk (1 l)

•  Cooling capacity: Up to 20°C,  
below room temperature  
and up to max. 2°C

•  Approx. 15 x 31,5 x 27 cm (W x H x D)

•  Approx. 2,6 kg

•  230 V / 50 Hz / 23 W 

NICO 100

Milk container 
Without its own cooling system, but 
perfectly suited for refrigerators and 
dishwashers: Our NIMC 1000 offers 
optimal storage for milk in an eye-
catching design next to your NIVONA.

•   Stores fresh milk perfectly

•   Made of transparent plastic 

•   Shows the milk level at a glance

•   Capacity: 1 litre

•   For SPUMATORE models with  
cappuccino function

NIMC 1000

Accessories for 
milk preparation

Impressively  
              simple. 
     Neat and  
      clean.

Milk tube set
Clean milk tube for optimal milk foam, 
in a practical pack of 3. So you always 
have a spare milk tube at hand. After 
all, this is the only way to make great  
cappuccino and latte macchiato. 

• Spare milk tubes incl. connection 
nozzles for all NIVONA models with 
OneTouch SPUMATORE

•  Pack of 3

NIMA 330

Milk lance
The NIVONA milk lance is the practical way  
to get milk directly into the NIVONA machine.  
How? Quite easily.

•   Put the NIVONA milk lance in the carton

•   Insert the NIVONA fully automatic coffee ma-
chine’s milk tube into the milk lance’s adapter

•   That’s it! 

•   It can then be quickly put back in the  
fridge after use. Until the next cappuccino.

NIML 220
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CafeGrano coffee grinder
Roasts of a superior calibre deserve to be 
ground properly. Whether for small espresso 
machines or for brewing coffee by hand: 
CafeGrano finds the right setting and gets 
the best out of the bean – not only for fully 
automatic coffee machines, but also for other 
types of preparation. This grinder allows you to 
produce delicious freshly ground coffee.

• Multi-level grinding setting

• Grinding that conserves the aroma

• High-quality hardened conical grinder

• Approx. 13 x 28 x 19,5 cm (W x H x D)

• Approx. 1,6 kg

•  220 - 240 V / 50 Hz / 100 W

NICG 130

Additional bean container 
Extends the bean container of our 1040 model  
to a capacity of 1000 g. Very easy to install.

•  Container height:  4 cm

•  Lid still closes perfectly

NIZB 410

Don’t spill the  

 beans.

Accessories for 
coffee beans

CafeGrano grinds your beans to perfection. Whether 
for small espresso machines or for brewing coffee 
by hand, you’ll always have the full taste and aroma 
of freshly-ground coffee. And with our additional 
bean container, your NICR 1040 can hold a full kilo 
of delicious coffee beans.

The perfect set-up
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Mild, harmonious, balanced
NIA 1000

Strong, tangy, chocolatey
NIT 1000

ESPRESSO  
TORINO

100 % Gourmet Robusta

CAFFÈ 
AREZZO

100% Arabica highland beans

Harmonious, aromatic, creamy
NIM 1000

ESPRESSO  
MILANO

50 % Arabica highland beans
50% Gourmet Robusta

Discover enjoyment  
    and enjoy 
         discoveries.

Carefully selected, 
lovingly roasted
No matter how good a fully automatic coffee machine 
may be – if you don't use high-quality coffee beans, 
you won't enjoy your cappuccino or espresso.  
We have developed three special blends in close  
cooperation with our coffee roasters and matched 
them perfectly to our fully automatic machines. 

Coffee beans

CoffeeBag
The NIVONA CoffeeBag contains 250 grams 
of each of the three NIVONA coffees CAFFÈ 
AREZZO, ESPRESSO MILANO and ESPRES-
SO TORINO. Ideal as a gift, a tasting package 
or to enjoy on your own. 

3 x 250 g

NIBG 750

1 kg

     It all comes down  
to the  
          

beans.

This coffee is characterised by its 
caramel note and mild taste. Especially 
pleasant thanks to a velvety soft body, 
these beans are ideal for cappuccino 
and coffee.

Intense and low in acidity: Our insider 
tip for espresso connoisseurs. With 
a taste reminiscent of nuts and dark 
chocolate. Long-lasting aftertaste and 
pleasure in every cup.

This balanced espresso bean is a fairly 
mild blend and an all-rounder. Specially 
produced for fully automatic coffee 
machines, its fully rounded aroma 
develops harmoniously in espresso, 
cappuccino and long coffee drinks.
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PREMIUM liquid descaler
Not only dissolves lime, but also binds it. The 
liquid descaler reliably removes limescale 
from the fully automatic machine during 
cleaning.

• Highly effective

• Descales without residues

• Gentle on materials and food-safe

Use CLARIS fresh water filters for your 
fully automatic coffee machine and 
reduce the need for descaling.

NIRK 703

CLARIS fresh water filter INT
Your NIVONA even filters your water – thanks 
to the CLARIS fresh water filter. For optimal 
water quality and a long service life of your 
NIVONA.

• Reduces lime

• Removes chlorine smell and taste

• Filters out contaminants, in particular metals, 
heavy metals, pharmaceutical residues, 
pesticides and herbicides

• Purely organic material without chemical 
additives

• Reduces need to descale fully automatic 
coffee machine

• Filter capacity: 50 l / max. 2 months

NIRF 701

CreamClean milk system cleaner
Creamy, fresh milk foam is only possible if your 
NIVONA milk foamer is perfectly clean. Use our 
CreamClean milk foamer cleaner for optimal 
cleaning.

• Effective cleaning

• Dissolves and removes grease and protein 
deposits without residues

• Gentle on materials

NICC 705

Cleaning tablets
Ensure full coffee aroma and pure drinking 
pleasure – by keeping your NIVONA fresh and 
clean. Our cleaning tablets are simplicity itself.

• Dissolves and removes coffee and  
oil residues effectively

• Cleans thoroughly and gently

Clean the brewing unit regularly, but at least 
once per month. Simply remove it, wash it 
under cold water, let it dry, and put it back 
in. You should also do this before every 
system cleaning.

NIRT 701

 

CLEAN3BOX INT
Cleaning in a box: Our CLEAN3BOX 
contains everything you need for 
cleaning your NIVONA:
PREMIUM liquid descaler, 
CreamClean milk system cleaner, 
and our cleaning tablets.

NICB 301

Keep it  
   clean.

No more rolling your eyes! At least not while 
cleaning your NIVONA. Thanks to our cleaning 
products, you can keep your fully automatic 
coffee machine clean as a whistle. 
As simple as possible. As thorough as necessary.

The NIVONA 
cleaning and 
care range



 
Taste

 
Comfort

Maintenance

Design

Technology

Short designation
NICR 520 NICR 530 NICR 660 NICR 675 NICR 790 NICR 795 NICR 796 NICR 799 NICR 820 NICR 825 NICR 930 NICR 960 

incl. NIMC 1000
NICR 970

incl. NIMC 1000
NICR 1040

incl. NIMC 1000

AROMA PRE-select x x

Aroma Balance System (profiles) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Cappuccino-Connaisseur x x x x x x x x x x

Adjustable coffee strength (levels) 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Adjustable coffee temperature (levels) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3

Additional “My Coffee” recipes can be saved 1 4 5 5 5 5 10 10 9 9 9 18

Quantity function x

Live programming x x x x x x x x x x x

Two thermoblocks x

Quick profile x

Factory-set recipes can be changed x x x x x x x x x x x x

SPUMATORE (for cappuccino etc.) Manuell Manuell Manuell EASY Manuell EASY OneTouch plus OneTouch plus OneTouch plus OneTouch plus OneTouch DUOplus OneTouch DUOplus OneTouch DUOplus OneTouch DUO OneTouch DUO OneTouch DUO

2-cup function for cappuccino etc. x x x x x x

2-cup function for espresso/coffee x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Hot water function for tea (levels) x x 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3

Adjustable coffee spout (height in cm) 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 16,5

Cup stand (actively heated) x x x x x x x x x  (heatable) x x x (heatable)

Rear rollers x x x x x x x x x x

easyclean+ x

Rinse function for OneTouch SPUMATORE x x x x x x x x x x

CLARIS fresh water filter included x x x x x x x x x x x x 2

Colour (front) Matt black Silver Matt black Titanium Matt black Titanium White Line Stainless steel Matt black Stainless steel Titanium Matt black Titanium Titanium

Colour (controls) Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome Chrome

Cup illumination colours One colour One colour One colour One colour Two colours Two colours Two colours Two colours Two colours Two colours

Water tank illumination colours 8-colour 8-colour

Symbol display x x

TFT colour display x x x x x x x x x

TFT touch colour display x x x

Bluetooth to connect with NIVONA App x x x x x x x x x x

Extra quiet, noise-reduced operation x x x x x x x x x

Weight incl. packaging 10.0 kg 10.0 kg 10.0 kg 10.0 kg 11.0 kg 11,.0 kg 11.0 kg 11.0 kg 11.0 kg 11.0 kg 14.8 kg 14.8 kg 14.8 kg 16.4 kg

Bean container, content approx. 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 250 g 270 g 270 g 270 g 600 g

Water tank, capacity 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 1.8 l 1.8 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 2.2 l 3.5 l

Machine dimensions in cm; approx. (W x H x D) 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 34 x 46 24 x 33 x 48 24 x 33 x 48 28 x 36 x 50 28 x 36 x 50 28 x 36 x 50 30 x 42 x 48

BASIC  
FEATURES: 

15-bar pump pressure
230-volt voltage
1455 W (8 series/9 series 1465 W /
NICR 1040 2700 W)
ECO mode

Pre-brewing system
Adjustable grinding degree
Adjustable coffee quantity (approx. 20–240 ml)
Powder compartment for pre-ground coffee  
(for one portion)
Cable storage compartment

Brewing unit removable for cleaning
Control indicator for filter change
Individually adjustable water hardness (4 levels)
Automatic care programme for descaling and cleaning
High-quality conical grinder made of hardened steel

ADDITIONAL 
FEATURES: 


